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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Welcome to "Arts and Africa" •• This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey and the 
arts we have on o:t:ter today are the dance·and a mixture of paintings, 
drawings and water colours in an exhibition. - In .fact, we promised to 
see the pictures Meshak Asare has on disp'lay at London's Africa Centre 
gallery when Meshak. came into the "Arts and Africa" studio a few weeks 
ago to-talk, less about his work as_an artist than as a writer. -He is 
a man of. many talents,. best known I suppose- as the author and illustrator 
o.f books f'or- children, his latest being "The Canoe's Story". So it was.· 
something of a surprise· when r went to the gallery to find that. h±s 
interest in writing, sculpture and-_ painting had further sub-di visions -
therew.ere'drawings in pastels and in indian ink, there were water colours 
(these were rather subdued) and some brightly coloured acrylic paintings. 
Quite a range for a one-man show. 

MESHAK ASARE -

Some artists are like decathlon athletes, an athlete who jumps and 
runs and leaps and throws and does a whole lot of sport to perfection. 
I don't only paint and draw, I also sculpt and write. Now I brought 
the exhibition here as an expression of what I'm doing. It represents 
me. It doesn't represent a department of me or a section of me or a 
part of me but it represents my work in all these media. That is what 
you are seeing now. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Before we talk about some of the individual works I.'d better 
mention that Meshak Asare comes from Ghana. He has his own studio in 
Accra where he draws, paints, sculpts, designs stained-glass and all of 
this, of course, competing for his time with his writing. 

But back to the pictures themselves. The first picture we stopped 
in front of was a black and white drawing which I particularly liked. 
Indeed I suggested to Meshak that it was the best of all. 

ASARE 

Well, I think it is one of the best, I can't say this is the bes~ 
of all the things I have brought here. If you look at it you'll see it 
is an old man, the head is very carefully done, the head is shaven. I 
tried to let you see and feel.the roundness of it. It's similar to the 
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effect that woul.d be necessary in a book illustration. 

TETTEH-LARTEY .·. 

Yes, he's squatting on a log •·•• 
ASARE :>:'.-·"· 

·\\ae•~·ZtJ~j:;{i~,pik;,•0£ wood..·.• 

TETTEH;_LARTEY 

Yes, in great thought, concentrated thought~ 

ASARE 

I£ you'll just consider the title 0£ it, itJs called "The Seasons" 
and he's an eldery man, an old man ••• 

TETI'EH;..LARTEY 

Repreaenting great age. 

ASARE 

Representing age,. time and change. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

His hands are stretched out in front of .him, resting on his knees~ 

ASARE 

Yes, hands he has used to produce and to work and to create and to 
earn, you know. You are supposed to really see and feel if you look at 
a work of this sort. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now we have here, immediately following on the black and white 
drawings, the water colours. Now, in these paintings, for example, the 
one you call "Men in Time", the figures are just suggestive, they 
haven't got very bold outlines, you're just suggesting. You see a lot 
o:f movement, people, a crowd of people there. The same with the boatmen 
you have down there. You just see them flitting about. What are you 
trying to do? 

ASARE 

Well, whenever an artist paints a picture, whatever he shows you 
is his effort to invite you to join him, to feel just as he feels. That 
is what artists do. Sometimes it's just a line, a stroke of the brush, 
a smear of paint, just something. But it's an invitation to you to 
share his feelings. And that is why sometimes the figures are not 
defined and not clear, but it's a mood that-I expect yuu, the viewer, 
to share. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well, in fact, you very vividly illustrate the point you just made 
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TETTEH-LARTEY 

in "Men in> Time n ,_. where we have a coloured painting. I don• t know how
to describe-'what colour it .1.s.: a yellow; beige background with thes·e
shadowy figures, · silhouettes• -walking out into the horizon. · 

. .:.~/.,._'>_(··_. -··' .. . .>.'~.:;_; ·. . .. . 
. . .,·.:·.,. ·.- -·. -. _.·-.· .. · .. ·~--'-·.-~_,-_·.·._' ·:·_·.·=>·'-it:Y-:; .. -;. ··-•::: · ~• .... J:- ~-, 

(;.~:~;·t:';~:·., - I want ioit·;io~ -t~irik- about ~;~._'.and,. ;~--,i~~; ::can,: to fe;f· just~~~~'~J~;,~~-::::t\:i; 
· ,,.-,.felt when r was· painting this picture. You can see either a sunset; i:t 

you_like,,: or a sunrise. You can also see. the- men walking: either -
towards you: or walking• a.way~ _ 

TETTEH~LARTEY 

Oh not' Well, I thought of. them walking towards me, I can see them 
walking away • 

.ASARE 

That's right .. · And you have said they are silhouettes, they don't 
have. faces. That is also symbolic·. That is at least what I thought 
when I conceived a picture like that .. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Yes, and underneath that. is one of' my favourites - "The Moon Dance1t 

where you show other stylized figures of' women with bulging breasts and 
bulging hips. 

ASARE 

And also men with broad chests 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

All, more or less, as if they were entwined where they're all 
pointing their hands, stretching their hands out to the moon, or in the 
direction of the sky. 

ASARE 

Well this is a picture that I want you to enjoy. It is a celebration 
I want you to feel the movement, to enjoy the music there. It's an 
orchestra of movement, of people. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Yes, it's very clear. 

ASARE 

Quite excited. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

A lovely sense of fertility. Right, now we come to this, the last 
section of your exhibition, which I find in many ways, the most curious. 
You have some of the brightest paintings· here. At the same time they 
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are the.most tmrea!istic~ if-you· ~derstand what l me8ll. They look 
sculptural., , __ · They a1so 1ciok: hal.£-European,, in· ·that-,th:ere:: are : -'· · · :- , ,, · · . -· . 
suggestions.of ·Cubism .. here and.there. ;_-·· In some,-•·of them-I.--.find 1t>-very·-. ·. 
dii:.t'icul t · to understand what you are- trying to depict .... -.· For example,,_ • 
I' 11 gi v:e -• you an example, thez:-e is one, you -call., ~Teardrop" which is· ~ .· 

.· . . splash. of: colours on, a very ro.und orb:\ •-• .- I do11:~:-t;:Jmow, itrs, got: the , · 

,r:as~~~t~~ttj~~:~J~~i!~rx:~~:JF~~~!~~s~:~i~tS~:: 
colours~ red, white, black, all in brick-like shapes witbinthat ball. 
How is that a teardrop?· · · · 

ASARE 

Well, this is one, o:f my most succesful paintings and one of the 
most popular. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Unless you had described it as a teardrop I wouldn't have known it 
was one,. because you wouldn't see blood 1n a teardrop. 

AS.ARE 

Well.,. you wou:Idnt-t see blood in a teardrop, as you"re saying', but 
if you•re J.ooking at a painting, or a picture,, for that matter,,. you· dontt;: 
just try to see what it is said to be.. You call it a football,, that's 
what you see with some red and some white •. Well, it's expresseing all 
the feelings that you can associate with a teardrop. You may shed a 
tear because you are happy, you may shed a tear because you are sad or 
because you are angry. I have· tried to express a11 these feelings in 
that ball which I am calling "The Teardrop".. It is up to the viewer 
every time to think about the pic.ture. You don't see a painting with 
your eyes. You appreciate it, you feel it.. It isn't only a visual 
exercise, your eye helps you to get it into your mind and once it is in 
your mind you try to enjoy it there. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Giving me that lesson in art appreciation was the Ghanaian writer 
and artist Meshak As are. · 

And now to the dance. 

MUSIC 

SOMALI DANCING 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

In the last few seconds we have crossed the breadth of Africa. 
That was the rhythm of a dance from Somalia - though I have to admit it 
was recorded at an arts festival here in Britain; to be precise at the 
Second London Black Arts Festival which took place only a few days ago 
at the Commonwealth Institute. 

Now to get the full flavour of the Somali contribution I am going 
to ask Yusu:f Noor Hersi of the BBC Somali section to describe for us 
what he saw when he sent to record the event. First of all Yusuf, tell 
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TETTEH~t.AR.m--
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me_ -_somettµng:.-about _that .particul~:r>ciance.,·._---
_- YUSUF NOOR. RERS:r .· . 

-·•: _,).~/~omaii!!~t·B~~~~!.~!is;n~~rif;d{
1~ff;~:; ~~~~a:he i:~~r~=~ --~·-.·:;-j;.,< •/ 

·?_:·-"'-~,-:...;eo,11ective of·'cianees-;Jmowtf as:-: 'batar•· and 'the one we- were listening·. >t·o-·· • · 
.--':.-, i::-~.;,,,,1zs:kriowJi. as •·chand:n~e-r·,,~,_. · ---. --· ' -- :. -)_-;.:., -_.. -<;··: ··-· -·: : .. -~ •,--.: 

-TETTEH.;;,LARTEY -

V~ry. surprisingly,. there -:were-· n6 -instruments at all .. 

NOOR HERSI 

Yes, let me tell. you something about the dancers first. The group 
consists of ten femal.e dancers in al.l.,.. wearing a long flowing dress 
which covers the whole body and a shawl. .. This dance originates from 
the earliest times of Somali history-~ The town where it originates from 
is very ancient,_ and that was before instruments were introduced to the 
country •. But later on you'll hear a variation of that dance with the 
use o.:f"a.d.rum and a tambourine· .. 

MUSIC 

SOMALI DANCING 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Yusuf',_ what kind of' dance is it? 

NOOR HERSI 

Well, the women gn,up themselves into a circle. The instruments . 
used by the players are two - tambourine and drum. The beating of the 
drums are synchronized, as it were, with the 'hees' or the song, which 
you couldn't hear very clearly in this recording, and also with the 
movement of the dancers and the clapping of hands. It's extremely 
rhythmic. A typical dance goes like this; the drums are played at a 
fairly even tempo, the clapping follows and then the tambourine, and 
then one of the female players walks gracefully and majestically into 
the circle with a shawl across her shoulders and starts to move 
rhythmically with the drum and the other instruments. Moments later 
she's joined by another female and they start dancing towards each other 
in a circle but always in a rhythmic manner which fits in with the bea~ 
of the drum and the tambourine, and that is continued for about ten or 
fifteem seconds. A friend from Kenya who was also at the festival 
mentioned a thought-provoking idea of whether the dance has something to 
do with rituals. I had never heard of the dance being related to 
rituals but now I come to think of it there might be something like that 
because the dancers dance to such an extent and at such a tempo that at 
one stage they seem to lose themselves in the dance. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

They fall into a kind of trance. From the way you described it, 
it looks to me as if it's a purely female dance. 
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. NOOR HERSi" 
Itis. - There are very few dances in Somali folklore where men and 

women dance together •. - _This.particular dance is specifically for womeno
·--·rt·•1s-- one ·of the most-high:l.ydevelopeddanees-·1tnow1tin Somalia and.it's -

extremely grac e.tu.i. · · · · · · · ·. 

-:.>+JffiTEif-iAR°TEY··· .-,_'.:J/t::'·'.'. 0--

{;>::~}_t./ --· \l~~r~ :!:~ttf~?=];~!, ve 
common to ·somalia? - -- .. · . . 

:.:•)J~: ·,·_ . 

mentio~, What other • ins~en1;s;~~;F · 

NoORHERSr --

In other ancient cities, most.of them are in the south of the 
country, .. there· are other- instruments, for example, the cuud which comes 
from the Arabian cu1ture. Variations of drums are also used which 
comes to us from countries like Kenya. There are various instruments 
which make all kinds of rhythmical noises. But the thing to remember 
is that: Somaii dances are similar to those in the. rest of M:rica in 
that the rhythm is always fairly constant and it. goes with the movement 
of the dancers. 

TETTEH~LARTEY 

You mention this cuud which I never- heard of bef'ore, I suppose. it 
is a string instrument. 

NOOR HER.SI 

It is· the l.ute in fact. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well,. thank you vecy much Yusuf' Noor Hersi for telling us about 
the event and its with the rhythm of· the Somali dancers that we're 
going to end today's programme. I'll be back, of course, at the same 
time next week. For now, from "Arts and Africa", this is ilex Tetteh-
Lartey saying good-bye. · 

MUSIC 

SOMALI DANCING 


